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## Title:
**The United States vs. Vicente Abiog and Luis Abiog: Determining Individual Criminal
Responsibility in Homicide without Conspiracy**

## Facts:
On the day of the incident, Anacleto Cudiamat (C) encountered Vicente Abiog (V), Luis
Abiog (L), and Marcelino Abiog cleaning a caua. An interaction began with C remarking,
“What of it if you throw away the water as I also can get water as easily as you can?” V,
feeling insulted, responded, “Do you want a fight? Wait there.” V then proceeded to his
house,  retrieved  a  revolver,  and  returned.  Marcelino  attempted  to  intervene  and  was
accidentally killed by V during the struggle ensued whilst trying to seize the revolver from
V. V then fired at C, hitting him in the stomach. Subsequently, L prevented C’s wife from
aiding him and attacked C with a bolo, resulting in severe injuries.

The procedural history began in the Court of First Instance of Batangas, which convicted
both Vicente and Luis Abiog of homicide, sentencing them to eight years of presidio mayor
and ordering them to pay P1,000 as indemnity to C’s heirs and one-half of the costs. Both
Vicente and Luis Abiog appealed to the Supreme Court of the Philippines seeking reversal of
their convictions based on self-defense claims and the lack of conspiracy.

## Issues:
1. Whether Vicente Abiog and Luis Abiog acted in concert or independently in committing
the homicide.
2. Whether each individual act independently performed by Vicente Abiog and Luis Abiog
caused the death of Anacleto Cudiamat.
3. Whether the burden of proving that each inflicted wound did not contribute to Anacleto
Cudiamat’s death lies upon each defendant.
4.  Determination  of  the  appropriate  penalty  considering  the  lack  of  conspiracy  and
individual acts leading to the death.

## Court’s Decision:
### Issue 1: Legal Issue of Conspiracy
– **Resolution**:  There was no conclusive evidence of  a  conspiracy or  concerted plan
between  Vicente  and  Luis  Abiog.  The  Court  emphasized  that  each  brother  acted
independently and upon personal motives. Consequently, there was no joint culpability;
rather, each was to be held accountable only for their distinct actions.
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### Issue 2: Independent Acts Leading to Death
– **Resolution**: The Supreme Court noted that the wounds inflicted by V (gunshot) and L
(bolo) each had a significant causal relationship with C’s death. The doctor testified that
both wounds were mortal. The Court concluded the wounds independently inflicted by V and
L jointly contributed to C’s death, affirming their individual responsibilities.

### Issue 3: Burden of Proof
– **Resolution**: The court explained that the burden of proving that the death was not
caused by each defendant’s act lay on V and L. Given the failure of both defendants to prove
that  the  wound  they  inflicted  did  not  cause  the  death,  their  independent  criminal
responsibility was upheld.

### Issue 4: Appropriate Penalty
– **Resolution**: Although the trial court initially sentenced both defendants to presidio
mayor, the Supreme Court found that the offense’s circumstances did not justifiably qualify
as  impulsive  action  due  to  passion.  The  correct  sentence  was  upgraded  to  reclusion
temporal in its minimum degree, amounting to twelve years and one day, considering only
the mitigating circumstance of ignorance.

## Doctrine:
– **Doctrine of Independent Acts in Homicide**: When multiple individuals independently
inflict  mortal  injuries  on  a  single  victim  without  conspiracy,  each  individual  is  solely
responsible  for  the  consequences  of  their  act,  provided  each  act  has  substantially
contributed to the death.

– **Burden of Proof in Fatal Wounds**: The accused must demonstrate that their actions did
not contribute to the victim’s death if multiple actors are involved independently causing
fatal injuries.

## Class Notes:
– **Key Elements and Concepts**:
–  **Homicide  without  Conspiracy**:  No  shared  intent  or  plan  to  commit  the  crime
collectively.
– **Burden of Proof**: Onus on the defendant to disprove causality between their act and
victim’s death.
– **Reclusion Temporal**: Imposed when no proper mitigation of passion is present.
– **Relevant Legal Statutes**:
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– **Revised Penal Code**: Basis for penalties involving reclusion temporal.
– **U.S. vs. Magcomot, 13 Phil. 386**: Doctrine for acts causing death without conspiracy.

## Historical Background:
This case occurred during American colonial rule in the Philippines, emphasizing the local
adaptation of legal principles drawn from Spanish and Anglo-American antecedents. As the
Philippines  sought  judicial  consistency  and  clarity  in  its  jurisprudence,  this  decision
illustrated the clash and integration of different legal traditions while establishing a distinct
Philippine  common law.  This  case  particularly  sheds  light  on  the  legal  interpretations
concerning independent actions resulting in homicide amidst evolving judicial practices in
the early 20th century Philippines.


